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 Their in-game description states that there are 100 item slots for them. Since the slot display only shows 50 slots, it is likely that they unlock with Golden Age and Platinum Age accounts instead of the normal Silver Age account. At the end of the game, players can use their remaining honor points to purchase Item Boxes, which contain other items. Item Boxes can be created in the Item Box Shipyard,
accessible via the Shipyard, the Market, or through the Pet Marketplace. Items for sale in the Shipyard can be used in all towns and islands for free. The Shipyard items can be used in the Item Box Shipyard or sold to other players to replenish their honor. These are special upgrades which can be purchased using honor points from the warehouses of Lord Richard Northburgh, Grand Vizier Al Zahir or
Hassan ben Sahid. Their in-game description states that there are 100 item slots for them. Since the slot display only shows 50 slots, it is likely that they unlock with Golden Age and Platinum Age accounts instead of the normal Silver Age account. Green Rose is an item which gives a permanent bonus to all stats. The item can be created from the shipyard. There are two ways to make this item: Gems
- Also called precious gems, are the most valuable item in the game. You can buy precious gems through the Shipyard Market. Alternatively, they can be collected by luring rare monsters to your shipyard, and then fishing them up. Purchasable items - Purchasable items can be purchased from the Shipyard. The most common ones are Fresh Fruits. They are used to replenish HP and MP. There are also

plenty of items to improve various equipment, including swords, armor, shields, fishing rods, and pots. Permanent items - Permanent items are items you can use once and keep forever. They include Gilded Armor, Premium Slots, Green Rose, and gemstones. The number of permanent items you can have in 82157476af
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